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ABSTRACT
Many distributed protocols and applications rely on causal
broadcast to ensure consistency criteria. However, none of
causality tracking state-of-the-art approaches scale in large
and dynamic systems. This paper presents a new non-
blocking causal broadcast protocol suited for dynamic sys-
tems. The proposed protocol outperforms state-of-the-art
in size of messages, execution time complexity, and local
space complexity. Most importantly, messages piggyback
control information the size of which is constant. We prove
that for both static and dynamic systems. Consequently,
large and dynamic systems can finally afford causal broad-
cast.
1 INTRODUCTION
Causal broadcast [1] is a fundamental building block ofmany
distributed applications [2] such as distributed social net-
works [3], distributed collaborative software [4, 5], or dis-
tributed data stores [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Causal broadcast is a re-
liable broadcast where all connected processes deliver each
broadcastmessage exactly once following the happen before
relationship [11, 12]: when Alice comments Bob’s picture,
everyone receives the comment after the picture; unrelated
events are delivered in any order.
Unfortunately, causal broadcast has proven expensive in
dynamic environments where any process can broadcast a
message at any time [13]. While gossiping constitutes an
efficient mean to disseminate messages to millions of pro-
cesses [6, 14], ensuring causal delivery of these messages
remains overcostly. Using state-of-the-art protocols, each
message piggybacks a – possibly compressed – vector of
Lamport’s clocks [15, 16, 17, 18]. The message overhead in-
creasesmonotonically, for entries cannot be reclaimedwith-
out consensus. The message overhead increases linearly
with the number of processesN that ever broadcast a mes-
sage in the system. Several messagesW may differ their de-
livery, for preceding messages did not arrive yet [19]. The
delivery execution time takes linear time O(W.N) as well.
Causal broadcast protocols based on vectors eventually be-
come overcostly and inefficient.
To provide causal order, [20] employs a different strategy.
Instead of piggybacking a vector in each message, processes
forward all messages exactly once using FIFO communica-
tion means. Gossip encompasses forwarding so this does
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not constitute an overhead of the approach. Messages ar-
rive ready so they are delivered immediately. This approach
is both lightweight and efficient. However, its scope is re-
stricted to static systems. In dynamic systems where pro-
cesses can join, leave, add or remove communicationmeans,
using this approach may lead to causal order violations.
In this paper, we break the scalability barrier of causal
broadcast for large and dynamic systems. Our contribution
is threefold:
• We provide a powerful extension of [20] that extends its
scope to dynamic systems. We prove that adding new
communication means between processes constitutes the
sole factor in causal order violation. Our approach solves
this using bounded buffers and few control messages.
• We provide the complexity analysis of our broadcast pro-
tocol. Table 1 compares our protocol to two represen-
tative solutions. Our approach handles dynamic systems
while providing constant size overhead on messages, and
constant delivery execution time.
• Weprovide an experimentationhighlighting the impact of
our protocol on transmission delays before delivery. In-
deed, to tolerate dynamicity our protocol temporarily dis-
ables new communication means. The experiment shows
that even under bad network conditions and high dynam-
icity, our protocol hardly degrades themean transmission
time before delivery.
Consequently, causal broadcast finally becomes an afford-
able and efficient middleware for distributed protocols and
applications in large and dynamic systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
shows the background and motivations of our work. Sec-
tion 3 defines our model, describes our proposal, provides
the corresponding proofs, and details its complexity. Sec-
tion 4 explains the results of experimentation. Section 5 re-
views the related work. We conclude in Section 6.
2 BACKGROUND ANDMOTIVATIONS
Causal broadcast ensures that all connected processes de-
liver each broadcast message exactly once [1] following the
happen before relationship [11]. If the sending of a message
m precedes the sending of a messagem′ then all processes
that deliver these twomessages need to deliverm beforem′.
Otherwise they can deliver them in any order.
Encoding the logical time at broadcast regarding all other
broadcasts and piggyback this control information in each
draft
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Table 1: Complexity of causal broadcast protocols. N is the number of processes that ever broadcast a message. W is the
number of received messages awaiting delivery. P is the number of deliveredmessages that are temporarily kept before being
safely purged to forbid double delivery.
dynamic systems message overhead local space consumption delivery execution time
vector-based [12] ✓ O(N) O(N +W.N) O(W.N)
FIFO+forward [20] ✗ O(1) O(P ) O(1)
this paper ✓ O(1) O(N) O(1)
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(c) Process B broadcasts b.
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(d) Process A receives anddelivers b.
Process A forwards b using its FIFO
links.
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(e) Process C cannot receive b
without having received a be-
forehand.
Figure 1: Causal broadcast [20] ensures causal order.
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Figure 2: The principle of [20] works in large systemswhere
processes have partial knowledge of the membership.
broadcastmessage allowprocesses to ensure causal order on
message delivery. Instead, [20] uses FIFO links and system-
atically forwards delivered messages. Intuitively, the dis-
semination pattern automatically makes sure that no paths
from a process to another process carry messages out of
causal order.
Figure 1 depicts this principle. The system comprises 3
processes connected to each other with FIFO links. In Fig-
ure 1a, Process A broadcasts a. It sends a to Process B and
Process C. In Figure 1b, Process B receives, delivers, and for-
wards a. In Figure 1c, it broadcasts b. Consequently, all pro-
cesses must deliver a before delivering b. In Figure 1d, Pro-
cess A receives, delivers, and forwards b. Process A fulfills
the causal order constraint between a and b. In Figure 1e,
we see that either directly via Process Bor indirectly via Pro-
cess A, Process C cannot receive b before a. Thus, it eventu-
ally receives, delivers, and forwards the messages following
causal order.
In large systems comprising from hundreds tomillions of
processes, no process can afford to maintain the full mem-
bership to communicate with. Instead, processes have a
much smaller view called neighborhood. Forwarding mes-
sages allows them to reach all members of the system, either
directly or transitively in a gossip fashion [6, 14]. In large
systems, forwarding is mandatory. Processes pay the price
of gossiping whatever broadcast protocol. They must cre-
ate and send copies of the original broadcast message. Since
gossiping already encompasses forwarding of messages, it
does not constitute an additional overhead of [20].
Figure 2 shows that such causal broadcast ensures causal
order in larger systemswhere processes have limited knowl-
edge of the membership. Process A only knows about Pro-
cess B and Process C. Yet, Process A’s broadcast messages a
and a′ arrive to all other processes either directly or transi-
tively. In addition, a and a′ always arrive in causal order at
all processes despite concurrency and whatever the dissem-
ination path.
Unfortunately, [20] ensures causal order only in static sys-
tems where the membership does not change and no links
are added or removed. These are not practical assumptions.
In practice, processes may join and leave the system at any
time; and processes may reconfigure their neighborhood at
any time [4]. Figure 3 shows an example ofmessage dissemi-
nation in dynamic settings where causal delivery is violated.
In Figure 3a, Process A broadcasts a. It sends a to all its
neighbors. Here, it sends a to Process B only. Afterwards,
in Figure 3b, Process A adds a link to Process D. Message
a is still traveling. In particular, it did not reach Process D
yet. In Figure 3c, Process A broadcasts a′. In this example,
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(d) Process D receives and delivers a′ be-
fore a. This violates causal order.
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(e) Process D propagates the causal order vio-
lation.
Figure 3: Causal broadcast [20] may violate causal order in dynamic settings.
messages travel faster using the direct link from A to D than
using B as intermediate. We see in Figure 3d that a′ arrives
at Process D before a. Figure 3e shows that not only it vio-
lates causal delivery but also propagates the violation to all
processes downstream.
The causal broadcast presented in this paper extends [20]
and solves the causal order violation issue of dynamic sys-
tems. Table 1 shows its complexity. Most importantly, mes-
sage overhead and delivery execution time remain constant,
i.e., our approach is both lightweight in terms of generated
traffic and efficient. The local space complexity is linear in
terms of number of processes that ever broadcast a mes-
sage, and awaitingmessages. The local space complexity also
comprises a data structure to ensure causal order. We show
in Algorithm 3 that the size of this structure can be bounded
even in presence of system failures, such as crashes. This
makes causal broadcast an affordable and efficient middle-
ware for distributed protocols and applications even in large
and dynamic systems.
The next section describes the proposed causal broadcast.
It details its operation, provides the proofs that it works in
both static and dynamic settings, and shows its complexity
analysis.
3 CAUSAL BROADCAST
FOR LARGE ANDDYNAMIC SYSTEMS
In this section, we introduce PC-broadcast (stands for Pre-
ventive Causal broadcast), a causal broadcast protocol that
breaks the scalability barrier for large and dynamic systems.
Our approach is preventive: instead of repairing causal or-
der violations or reordering received messages, it simply
makes sure that messages never arrive out of causal order.
Processes can immediately deliver messages upon receipt.
This not only removes most of control information piggy-
backed in broadcast messages, but also leads to constant de-
livery execution time. Protocols and applications can finally
afford causal broadcast in large and dynamic systems with-
out loss of efficiency.
3.1 Model
A distributed system comprise processes. Processes can
communicatewith each other usingmessages. Theymaynot
have full knowledge of the membership, for maintenance is
too costly in large and dynamic systems. Instead, processes
build overlay networks with local partial view the size of
which is generally much smaller than the actual size of the
system [21, 22, 23]. Overlay networks can be built on top
of other overlay networks. For the rest of this paper, we will
speak of distributed systems, overlay networks, or networks
indifferently.
Definition 1 (Overlay network). An overlay network G is a
pair 〈P, E〉 where P is a set of processes, andE is a set of links
E : P × P . An overlay network is static when P and E are
immutable, otherwise it is dynamic.
Definition 2 (Process). A process runs a set of instructions se-
quentially and communicates with other processes using message
passing.
A process’ neighborhood is the set of links departing from it.
A process A can send messages to another process B in its neigh-
borhood: sAB(m); receive a message from another process C
that has Process A as neighbor: rAC(m).
A process is faulty if it crashes, otherwise it is correct. We do not
consider byzantine processes.
Definition 3 (Unpartitioned network). A network is unpar-
titioned if and only if for any pair of correct processes, there exist
a path – a link or a sequence of links – of correct processes be-
tween them. We only consider unpartitioned overlay networks.
Causal broadcast is a communication primitive that relies
on reliable broadcast to sendmessages to all processes in the
system.
Definition 4 (Uniform reliable broadcast). When a process A
broadcasts a message bA(m), each correct process B in the net-
work eventually receives it rB(m) and delivers it dB(m). Uni-
form reliable broadcast guarantees 3 properties:
Validity: If a correct process broadcasts a message, then it even-
tually delivers it.
Uniform Agreement: If a process – correct or not – delivers a
message, then all correct processes eventually deliver it.
Uniform Integrity: A process delivers a message at most once,
and only if it was previously broadcast.
Algorithm 1 shows the instructions of a uniform reliable
broadcast. It uses a structure that keeps track of received
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Algorithm 1: R-broadcast at Process p.
1 INITIALLY:
2 Q // Set of processes, p’s neighborhood
3 received← ∅ // Set of received messages
4 DISSEMINATION:
5 function R-broadcast(m)
6 received← received ∪m
7 foreach q ∈ Q do sendTo(q, m) // broadcast
8 R-deliver(m)
9 upon receive(m)
10 if m 6∈ received then
11 received← received ∪m
12 foreach q ∈ Q do sendTo(q, m) // forward
13 R-deliver(m)
messages in order to deliver them at most once. Since pro-
cesses may not have full membership knowledge, processes
must forward broadcast messages. Since the network does
not have partitions, processes either receive the message di-
rectly from the broadcaster or transitively. Thus, all correct
processes eventually deliver all messages exactly once. R-
broadcast ensures validity, uniform agreement, and uniform
integrity.
Causal broadcast is a reliable broadcast that also ensures
a specific ordering among message deliveries. To define a
delivery order among messages, we define time in a logical
sense using Lamport’s definition [11].
Definition 5 (Happen before [11]). Happen before is a tran-
sitive, irreflexive, and antisymmetric relation→ that defines a
strict partial orders of events. The sending of a message always
precedes its receipt.
To order messages broadcast by every processes, we de-
fine causal order.
Definition 6 (Causal order). The delivery order of mes-
sages follows the happen before relationships of the correspond-
ing broadcasts. ∀A, B, C, bA(m) → bB(m
′) =⇒
dC(m)→ dC(m
′)
Definition 7 (Causal broadcast). Causal broadcast is a uni-
form reliable broadcast ensuring causal order.
Theorem 1 (Constraint flooding in deterministic overlay
networks is causal [20]). In static networks, a broadcast proto-
col is causal if it uses FIFO links, forwards all broadcast messages
exactly once, and uses all its outgoing links.
From Theorem 1, reliable broadcast from Algorithm 1
is causal if communication links employed to communicate
with neighbors inQ are FIFO. This holds only for static net-
workswhereQ is immutable. In practice, processes can join,
leave, add or remove links to neighbors fromQ at any time.
Lemma 1 (R-broadcast is causal in dynamic systems subject
to removals). R-broadcast using FIFO links is a causal broad-
cast in dynamic systems where processes can leave the system or
links can be removed.
Proof. Removing a process from the network and remov-
ing all the incoming and outgoing links of this process is
equivalent. Since we assume that removals do not create
network partitions1 , all correct processes eventually receive
all broadcast messages. In addition, removing a link or a
process does not reorder causally related messages. Hence,
each process receives and delivers each broadcast message
in causal order as in static systems.
Link removals and process departures do not endanger
broadcast properties. However, Figure 3 shows that adding
links may lead to causal order violations. The next section
describes PC-broadcast, a causal broadcast that handles all
dynamicity.
3.2 Causal order in dynamic systems
PC-broadcast stands for Preventive Causal broadcast. It
prevents causal order violations by forbidding the usage of
new links until proven safe. It constitutes a powerful yet
simple extension of [20]. Table 1 shows that it preserves both
constant message overhead and constant delivery execution
time in dynamic settings.
Figure 3 shows that adding links may infringe the causal
order property of causal broadcast. New links may act
as shortcut for new messages: new messages that travel
through new links may arrive before preceding messages
that took longer paths. To prevent this behavior, we define
the safety of a link. PC-broadcast uses all and only safe links
to disseminate messages.
Definition 8 (Safe link). A link from Process A to Process B
is safe if and only if Process B received or will receive all mes-
sages delivered by Process A before receiving any message that
Process A will deliver: safeAB ≡ ∀m, m
′, dA(m) →
sAB(m
′) =⇒ rB(m)→ rBA(m
′)
Added links start unsafe. In Figure 3, Process A uses the
link to broadcast a′ while it is unsafe: Process B did not re-
ceive a yet, and there was no guaranty that Process B would
receive a before receiving a′ from the new link. In this ex-
ample, the worst happens and Process B receives then deliv-
ers a′ before awhich violates causal order.
The challenge is to make unsafe links safe using local
knowledge only. A straightforward mean for Process A to
achieve this consists in sending all its delivered messages to
Process B using this unsafe link. This guarantees that any
message delivered by A will be received by B before A starts
using the new – now safe – link for causal broadcast. How-
ever, this is costly both in local space and generated traffic.
Performing an anti-entropy round to extract missing mes-
sages would also be overcostly in terms of generated traf-
fic for it would require sending the vector of received mes-
sages [6]. Instead, Process A avoid sending most of messages
by initiating a ping phase to Process B.
Definition 9 (Ping phase). Ping phase starts when Process A
pings Process B. Ping messages pi travel using safe links. When
Process B receives this ping, it replies to Process A. Replies ρ travel
using any communication mean. Ping phase ends when Process A
receives the reply of Process B.
1It may create partitions infringing the uniform agreement property.
Network partitioning constitutes an orthogonal problem that we do not
address in this paper.
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(a) Process A broadcasts a.
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(b) Process A wants to add a link to Pro-
cess D. It sends a ping message pi to Pro-
cess D using one of its FIFO links.
A
B
D
a ′
pi
b a
[a′]
(c) Process A broadcasts a′ . It does not
send it through the new link but buffers it.
A
B
a′
D
pi[a′]
ρ
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(d) Process D receives pi and replies to A.
The reply ρ can travel by any communica-
tion mean.
A
ρ
B
D
a
′
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(e) Process A receives Process D’s reply.
The former safely empties its buffer to Pro-
cess D. Using the new link cannot cause
causal order violation anymore.
Figure 4: PC-broadcast does not violate causal order in dynamic settings.
Lemma 2 (Ping phases acknowledge broadcast receipts). A
ping phase from Process A to Process B acknowledges the receipt
by B of all messages delivered by Process A before this ping phase:
∀m, dA(m)→ sA(piAB) ∧ rA(ρAB) =⇒ rB(m)
Proof. Suppose a process A initiates a ping phase to a pro-
cess B. Suppose series of messages delivered by Process A.
Process A sent these messages exactly once using all its out-
going safe links. Processes that will receive these message
either already forwarded them or will forward them in their
receipt order. Since Process A’s ping travels using safe links
after these messages, when Process B receives the ping, it
already received all messages delivered by Process A. Pro-
cess A receives Process B’s reply after Process B received the
ping. Consequently, when Process A receives Process B’s re-
ply, Process B received all messages delivered by Process A
before the start of this ping phase.
Upon receipt of Process B’s reply, Process A has the guar-
anty that Process B received all its delivered messages pre-
ceding the ping phase. This is not sufficient, for ping phases
take time. Messages delivered during ping phase by Pro-
cess A may not be received by Process B yet. To fill this gap,
Process A sends to Process B themessages it buffered during
ping phase.
Definition 10 (Buffering). Process A records in a buffer B
all its delivered messages during a ping phase to Process B.
∀m, sA(piAB) → dA(m) ∧ dA(m) → rA(ρAB) ⇔ m ∈
B
Lemma 3 (Ping phase and buffering makes safe links). Pro-
cess A makes an unsafe link to Process B safe by completing a
ping phase to Process B then finalizing it by sending all delivered
messages buffered during ping phase using the new link.
Proof. Suppose series of messages m1 . . .mi . . .mj deliv-
ered by a process A. Suppose Process A initiated a ping phase
to a process B after delivering mi. Suppose Process A re-
ceives Process B’s reply aftermj . We must show that when
Process A delivers amessage aftermk , Process B received or
will receivem1 . . .mj before.
From Lemma 2, when Process A receives Process B’s reply,
Process B receivedm1 . . .mi.
Since Process A buffered all messages delivered since the be-
ginning of the ping phase, the buffer containsmi+1 . . .mj
when the ping phase ends. Since links are FIFO, sending
messages of this buffer using the new link guarantees that
Process B will receive them before receiving anymk deliv-
ered aftermj . The link from Process A to Process B became
safe.
Lemma 4 (PC-broadcast is causal in dynamic systems sub-
ject to additions). In dynamic systems where processes can join
or add links, broadcasting using all and only safe FIFO links en-
sures causal order. Without partition, the broadcast is causal.
Proof. PC-broadcast ensures validity, uniform agree-
ment, and uniform integrity, for it extends R-broadcast
that ensures all 3 properties.
We must show that PC-broadcast ensures causal order:
∀A, B, C, bA(m)→ bB(m
′) =⇒ dC(m)→ dC(m
′).
∀A, B, bA(m) → bB(m
′) ⇔ dB(m) → dB(m
′) ⇔
dB(m) → sB(m
′) ⇔ dB(m) → (∀C ∈ Q, sBC(m
′)).
Since all links in Q are safe links, rc(m) → rCB(m
′) (see
Definition 8). Since delivery order follows first receipt or-
der, dC(m) → dC(m
′). This order on message delivery
transitively reach all correct processes as long as the net-
work remains unpartitioned.
Algorithm 2 shows the small set of instructions that im-
plement safe links. Figure 4 shows on an example how it
solves causal order violations. In Figure 4a, ProcessAbroad-
casts a. In Figure 4b, Process A wants to add a link to Pro-
cess D. It sends a ping message pi to Process D (see Line 11)
and awaits for the latter’s reply. We leave aside the imple-
mentation of this send function (e.g. broadcast or routing).
While awaiting, Process A keeps its normal functioning and
maintain a buffer ofmessages associatedwith the unsafe link
(see Line 25). In Figure 4c, Process A broadcasts another
message a′. It sends it normally to Process B but does not
send it to Process D directly. Instead, it buffers it. In Fig-
ure 4d, Process D receives Process A’s ping message pi. Since
links are FIFO, it implicitly means that Process D also re-
ceived a. ProcessD sends a reply ρ to Process A (see Line 13).
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(c) Reply ρ fails.
Figure 5: Buffers may grow unbounded due to network conditions.
Algorithm 2: PC-broadcast at Process p.
1 INITIALLY:
2 Q // p’s neighborhood, FIFO links
3 B ← ∅ // Map link → buffered messages
4 counter ← 0 // Control message identifier
5 SAFETY:
6 upon open(q)
7 if |Q| > 1 then
8 counter ← counter + 1
9 Q← Q \ q // is unsafe
10 B[q]← ∅ // initialize buffer
11 ping(p, q, counter) // send pi
12 upon receivePing(from, to, id) // to = p
13 pong(from, to, id) // send ρ
14 upon receivePong(from, to, id) // from = p
15 if to ∈ B then
16 foreachm ∈ B[to] do sendTo(to, m)
17 B ← B \ to // remove buffer
18 Q← Q ∪ to // now safe
19 upon close(q)
20 B ← B \ q
21 DISSEMINATION:
22 function PC-broadcast(m)
23 R-broadcast(m)
24 upon R-deliver(m)
25 foreach q ∈ B doB[q]← B[q] ∪m // buffers
26 PC-deliver(m)
ρ can travel through any communicationmean. In Figure 4e,
Process A receives ρ. Consequently, Process A knows that
Process D received and delivered at least a and all preceding
messages. It empties the buffer ofmessages to Process D (see
Line 16). Afterwards, the new link is safe. Process A uses the
new link normally.
Theorem 2 (PC-broadcast is a causal broadcast). PC-
broadcast is a causal broadcast in both static and dynamic net-
work settings.
Proof. For static networks, it comes from [20]. For dynamic
networks, it comes from Lemmas 1 and 4.
3.3 Bounding space consumption
Algorithm 2 ensures causal delivery of messages even in dy-
namic network settings. Compared to the original causal
broadcast for static networks [20], it uses an additional local
structure: buffers of messages. It associates a buffer to each
new unsafe links. We assumed that the size of these buffer
stays small in general, for it depends on the time taken by
the ping phase which is assumed short. However, network
conditions may invalidate this assumption. Figure 5 depicts
scenarios where buffers grow out of acceptable boundaries.
In Figure 5a, the issue comes from high transmission delays
from Process A to Process B, and from Process B to Pro-
cess D compared to the number of messages to broadcast
and forward. The ping message pi did not reach Process D
yet that the buffer contains a lot of messages. In Figure 5b,
the issue comes from the departure of Process D. Depend-
ing on network settings, Process A may not be able to de-
tect Process D’s departure. The former will never receive
the awaited reply and the buffer will grow forever. In Fig-
ure 5c, the reply ρ itself fails to reach Process A. For the re-
call, thismessage can travel to Process A by any communica-
tionmean, including unreliable ones. If this fails, Process A’s
buffer to Process D will grow forever.
Algorithm 3 solves the unbounded growth issue of
buffers. It solves the issue from the buffer owner’s perspec-
tive. Figure 6 shows how this algorithm bounds the size of
buffers. In Figure 6a, Process A broadcast a; then wanted
to add a link to Process D so it sent a ping message; then
broadcast a′ and a′′ so it buffered them. We see that the ping
message pi1 carries a counter. The new buffer is identified
by the same counter. In Figure 6b, Process A receives, de-
livers, and forwards the message x. Each message delivery
increases the size of current buffers. The algorithm checks
if the size of the buffer exceeds the configured bound (see
Line 15). Adding x to the buffer would exceed the bound
of 2 elements. This is the first ping phase failure. Process A
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(a) Process A wanted to add a link to Pro-
cess D after having broadcast a. After-
wards, it broadcast a′ and a′′ .
y
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B
a′′
D
pi1[ ]2
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2 x a
′
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(b) Process A receives, delivers, and for-
wards x. Since the buffer size would ex-
ceed the maximal boundary, it resets the
buffer with a new counter and sends a ping
message with this counter. In the mean-
time, Process D receives pi1 and sends the
corresponding reply ρ1 .
A
B
pi2
D
[y]2
y
x
ρ1
a′′
(c) Process A forwards y and buffers it. It
also receives ρ1 but no buffers exist with
this counter. Process A simply discards ρ1.
A
B
y
D
pi2[y]2
ρ2
x
(d) Process D receives pi2 and sends the
corresponding reply ρ2 .
A
ρ2
B
D
y
y
(e) Process A receives ρ2 . It empties
the buffer with the corresponding counter.
Now, the direct link to Process D is safe.
Process A uses it normally.
Figure 6: Buffers become bounded. We allow only 2 elements in each buffer.
Algorithm 3:Bounding the size of buffers and handling
network failures.
1 INITIALLY:
2 B // link → buffered messages
3 I ← ∅ // message id ↔ link
4 R← ∅ // link → number of retries
5 maxSize←∞
6 maxRetry←∞
7 BOUNDING BUFFERS:
8 upon ping(from, to, id)
9 if q 6∈ R thenR[q]← 0
10 I [id]← to
11 upon receiveAck(from, to, id)
12 I ← I \ id
13 R← R \ to
14 upon PC-deliver(m)
15 foreach q ∈ B such that |B[q]| > maxSize do
16 retry(q)
17 upon close(q)
18 for i ∈ I such that I [i] = q do I ← I \ i
19 R← R \ q
20 function retry(q)
21 for i ∈ I such that I [i] = q do I ← I \ i
22 if q ∈ R then
23 R[q]← R[q] + 1
24 if R[q] ≤ maxRetry then open(q)
25 else close(q)
26 HANDLING FAILURES:
27 upon timeout(from, to, id)
28 if id ∈ I then retry(to)
simply restarts the ping phase: it resets the buffer and sends
another ping message pi2 (see Line 24). The counter of the
reset buffer is the one of the new pingmessage. In themean-
time, Process D receivespi1 and sends the corresponding re-
ply ρ1. In Figure 6c, Process A receives a broadcast message
y. It delivers it, checks if the buffer can admit it, adds the
message to the buffer, and forwards it. Process A also re-
ceives the first reply ρ1 but discards it, for no buffers have
such counter. In Figure 6d, Process D receives pi2 and sends
the corresponding reply ρ2 to Process A. In Figure 6e, Pro-
cess A receives ρ2. Since the corresponding buffer exists, it
empties it. The new link is now safe to use for causal broad-
cast.
While it solves the issue of unbounded buffers, it also
brings another issue. For instance, if the maximal size of
buffers is too small, it could stuck the protocol in a loop of
retries. We address this issue by bounding the number of
retries. However, it means that the ping phase could fail en-
tirely. Causal broadcast must not employ the new link. In
extreme cases, it could cause partitions in the causal broad-
cast overlay network. It would violate the uniform agree-
ment property of causal broadcast. Thus, we assume a suf-
ficiently large maximal bound. It never creates partitions,
for most links become safe, and the failing ones are replaced
over time thanks to network dynamicity.
Other orthogonal improvements are possible. For in-
stance, causal broadcast could use reliable communication
means to acknowledge the receipt of the ping message. The
time taken between the sending and the receipt of the reply
would increase when failures occur. However, it would take
less time than resetting the buffering phase.
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3.4 Complexity
We review and discuss about the complexity of PC-
broadcast. We distinguish the complexity brought by (i) the
overlay network, (ii) reliable broadcast, (iii) and causal or-
dering.
Overlay network. Processes cannot afford the upkeep of
fullmembership in large anddynamic systems. Instead, each
process builds a partial view the size of which is consid-
erably smaller than the actual network size. To maintain
these partial views, each process runs a peer-sampling pro-
tocol [21, 22, 23]. Some peer-sampling protocols provides
partial views the size of which scales logarithmically with
the actual network size [24]. The number of messages for-
warded by each process for each broadcast remains small,
for this number is equal to their view size: O(Q) where Q
is the size of the partial view.
Reliable broadcast. Gossiping constitutes an efficient
mean to disseminate messages to all processes [6, 14]. Al-
gorithm 1 shows that it relies on a local structure to guar-
antee that messages are delivered exactly once. This struc-
ture grows linearly with the number of processes in the net-
work: O(N). In addition, each message piggybacks a pair
〈process, counter〉 that identifies it: O(1). Checking if a
message is a duplicate takes constant time: O(1).
Causal ordering. Causal ordering primarily uses FIFO
links to broadcast messages which implies a constant size
overhead on messagesO(1). Most space complexity is hid-
den by FIFO links including that of buffered messages en-
suring safety. PC-broadcast maintains one buffer per unsafe
link during its ping phase. We assume that this time is short
so the number of buffered messages stays small. As shown
in Section 3, network conditions can make this assumption
false. Algorithm 3 allows to bound the size of each buffer
and handle network failures.
Overall. Generated traffic remains the most important cri-
terion for scalability. The traffic generated by PC-broadcast
for each process and for each broadcast only depends on the
size of messages and the overlay network chosen to broad-
cast messages. The size of messages is an irreducible vari-
able; and many protocols designed to build overlay net-
works achieve high scalability in terms of network size
and dynamicity [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. Consequently, PC-
broadcast achieve high scalability in both these terms too.
PC-broadcast is efficient, for the upper bound on the com-
plexity of delivery execution time does not depend on any
factor.
However, to ensure causal order, PC-broadcast may not
use all outgoing links in dynamic settings, for some may
be temporarily unsafe. This negatively impacts the over-
lay network properties. The next section shows an exper-
iment that highlights the influence of PC-broadcast’s way to
ensure causal order on the underlying overlay network. In
particular, it shows that the number of hops required by a
broadcast message to reach all processes increases when de-
lays on transmission increase.
4 EXPERIMENTATION
PC-broadcast provides causal order with constant size
message overhead. This feature comes at a cost: at first,
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Figure 7: Impact of PC-broadcast on the overlay network.
new communication means are disable for causal broadcast.
In this section, we evaluate the impact of PC-broadcast
on the message delivery in a specific overlay network
that corresponds to random graphs. The experiments
run on the PeerSim simulator [26] that allows simulations
to reach high scale in terms of number of processes.
Our implementation is available on the Github platform at
http://github.com/chat-wane/peersim-pcbroadcast.
Objective: Toobserve the transmission delay introduced by
PC-broadcast on message delivery. We expect the delay to
increase as the latency increase.
Description: We build an overlay network with a topol-
ogy close to random graphs using Spray [24]. The overlay
networks comprises 1k, and 10k processes. Networks are
dynamic. Each process’ neighborhood Q changes at least
once every 60 seconds; and on average twice every 60 sec-
onds. Each exchange involves two processes that both add
and remove half of their partial view. Links are FIFO, bidi-
rectional, and have transmission delays. The delay increases
over time up to 5 seconds. Consequently, the duration of
ping phases increases during the experiment. Links become
safe slower.
We measure the shortest path length from a random set of
processes to all other processes. It represents the average
number of hops taken by broadcast messages before being
received and delivered by all. Multiplied by the transmis-
sion latency of links, it represents the transmission delay of
broadcast messages before being received by all processes.
We perform measurements on 2 broadcast protocols: PC-
broadcast and R-broadcast. R-broadcast uses all available
links to broadcast messages in a gossip fashion. Transmis-
sion delays before delivery are similar to piggybacking ap-
proaches [15, 16, 17, 18, 27, 28, 29] without accounting for
the time taken to send largemessages (e.g. eachmessage con-
vey a vector clock of 10k entries when the network com-
prises 10k processes). Larger packets induces larger trans-
mission time.
Results: Figure 7 shows the result of the experiment. The
y-axis depicts the delay set onmessage transmission for each
link. The top part of the figure shows the average shortest
path length. The bottompart of the figure shows the average
number of unsafe links per process that cannot be used for
causal broadcast yet.
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• Figure 7 shows that both R-broadcast and PC-broadcast
deliver message quickly to all processes. The overlay net-
work guarantee that paths stay short and logarithmically
scaling with the number of random neighbors in partial
views.
• The top part of Figure 7 shows that measurements made
on PC-broadcast increases while measurements made on
R-broadcast stay constant. R-broadcast uses all neighbors
provided by Spray while PC-broadcast excludes links still
in buffering phase. Themore latency on transmission, the
longer the buffering phase. The bottom part of Figure 7
shows that the number of elements in the buffers increases
accordingly.
• Figure 7 shows that the growth of path length stays small
even when transmission delays become high. The num-
ber of elements in buffers stays small because the buffer-
ing phase takes a constant number of hops to complete: at
most 3 hops. The path length grows even slower, for re-
moving 3 among 17 links has restricted impact on overlay
networks close to random graphs.
This experimentation shows that evenunder badnetwork
conditions (high transmission delays) and using highly dy-
namic overlay networks (random peer-sampling), the num-
ber of unsafe links remains small. The negative impact ex-
pected on transmission time before message delivery re-
mains small. In practice, we expect smaller network trans-
mission delays, and overlay networks less subject to neigh-
borhood changes (e.g. exploiting user preferences, or geolo-
calisation). In such settings, we expect PC-broadcast to have
a negligible negative impact on the overlay network proper-
ties.
The next section reviews state-of-the-art techniques de-
signed to maintain causal order among messages.
5 RELATEDWORK
This section reviews the related work of logical clocks.
It goes from piggybacking approaches to vector-based ap-
proaches. Then, it reviews explicit dependency tracking and
dissemination-based approaches.
Piggybacking approaches [27, 28]. A trivial way to en-
sure causal ordering of messages is to piggyback all causally
related messages since the last broadcast message along
with the new broadcast message. Even by piggybacking the
identifiers of messages instead of messages themselves, the
broadcast message size may increase quickly depending on
the application. PC-broadcast does not piggyback all pre-
ceding messages in broadcast messages. However, an accu-
mulation of messages arises during buffering. As discussed
in Section 3.4, we can assume that links quickly become safe
so the buffer size stays small, and we can easily set a thresh-
old on the buffer size.
Vector clock approaches [16, 17]. A vector clock is a vec-
tor of monotonically increasing counters. It encodes the
partial order of messages using this vector: V C(m) <
V C(m′) =⇒ m → m′. Before delivering a mes-
sage, processes using vector-based broadcast check if the
vector of the message is ready regarding their local vector.
If it detects any missing preceding message, the process de-
lays the delivery. To implement this vector-based broad-
cast (i) each process must maintain a vector locally; (ii) each
message must piggyback such vector; (iii) there is 1 counter
per process that ever broadcast a message. To accurately
track causality, processes cannot share their entry. To safely
track causality, processes cannot reclaim entries. Hence,
even with compaction approaches [18], the vectors grow
linearly in terms of number of processes that ever broadcast
a message. In [15], the complexity is reduced to the actual
number of processes in the network. Still, these approaches
do not scale, particularly in dynamic networks subject to
churn and failures.
In comparison to these vector-based approaches, our ap-
proach reduces the generated traffic of causal broadcast by
a factor ofN in the most common context where processes
have partial knowledge of the network membership.
Probabilistic approaches [29] sacrifices on causality track-
ing accuracy: messages may be delivered out of order under
a computable boundary. The size of control information in
messages depends on the desired boundary.
Unlike vector-based approach, our broadcast cannot state
if two messages are concurrent, accurate causal delivery is
a feature provided by default by the propagation scheme.
Once safe, FIFO links deliver message in causal order with-
out further delay. The speed of delivery is that of FIFO links.
Explicitly tracking semantic dependencies allows broad-
cast protocols to reduce the size of piggybacked control in-
formation [8, 9, 30]. For instance, when Alice comments
Bob’s picture, everyone must receive the picture before the
comment. The broadcast message only conveys one seman-
tic dependency. When Alice comments multiple pictures at
once, the broadcastmessage conveys all dependencies. Mes-
sage overhead increases linearly with the number of seman-
tic dependencies. To track semantic dependencies, causal
broadcast becomes application dependent. Instead our ap-
proach remains application-agnostic. Comments, pictures,
etc. are events that relate to all preceding events. WhenAlice
comments Bob’s picture, everyonewill receive this event be-
fore the former event and all other preceding events. What-
ever the number of preceding events, broadcast messages
only convey constant size control information.
Preserving causal order using dissemination paths re-
duces generated traffic by keeping message overhead con-
stant [10, 20]. State-of-the-art does not support dynamic
systems [20], or supports it using epochs [10] that confines
usability to small scale systems where failures are uncom-
mon. In comparison, we designed PC-broadcast to han-
dle large and dynamic systems. Our approach provides a
lightweight and efficientmean to reconfigure dissemination
paths using local knowledge without impairing causal or-
der. Saturn [10] along with PC-broadcast could ease online
changes in configuration while improving its resilience to
failures and topology changes.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described a non-blocking causal broad-
cast protocol that breaks scalability barriers for large and
dynamic systems. Using PC-broadcast, message overhead
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and delivery execution time remain constant. Causal broad-
cast finally becomes an affordable and efficient middleware
for large scale distributed applications running in dynamic
environments.
As future work, we plan to investigate on reducing the
space complexity of reliable broadcast. Section 3.4 reviews
structures with linearly increasing space consumption. We
can reduce this complexity in static systems. We can prune
the structure from already received messages, for we know
that the number of duplicates is equal to the number of in-
coming links [31]. Unfortunately, this does not hold in dy-
namic systems. We would like to investigate on a way to
prune the structure in such settings. Thiswouldmake causal
broadcast scalable as well on generated traffic as on space
consumption.
We also plan to investigate on retrieving partial order of
events. Section 5 states that vector-based approaches allows
to compare an event with any other event. They can decide
on whether one precedes the other, or they are concurrent.
They can build the partial order of event using this knowl-
edge. Our approach cannot by default. However, in ex-
treme settings where the overlay network is fully connected,
we can assign a vector to each received message using local
knowledge only, and without message overhead. We would
like to investigate on a way to build these vectors locally in
more realistic settings where processes have partial knowl-
edge of the membership.
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